Peter,

Big Business is increasingly abusing the legal system to attack rules that protect We the People — our economy, the food we eat, the air we breathe and more — from corporate greed.

Right now, a lawsuit by Corporate America's most vicious attack dog — the U.S. Chamber of Commerce* — threatens to destroy a critical tool for addressing our climate crisis.

Stand up to Big Business: Tell the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to drop its dangerous lawsuit against President Obama’s Clean Power Plan.

There is overwhelming public support for action that slows down runaway climate change.

And smart state leaders, along with forward-looking utilities and businesses, are already moving ahead with clean-energy solutions that will cut carbon pollution and create new jobs.

But the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is dismissing both We the People and the businesses it supposedly represents in favor of its Dirty Energy puppet masters.

Add your name now to hold Big Polluters and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce accountable.

The damage this lawsuit might inflict can’t be overstated.

Will we act now to safeguard public health, protect the planet and develop cleaner, safer sources of energy?

Or will we allow polluters to block progress and continue pumping unlimited amounts of carbon pollution into OUR air so they can get richer?

The Chamber has already lost in the court of public opinion. Now pressure them and the Big Polluters to get on the right side of history.

Thank you for taking action!

Onward,

Robert Weissman
President, Public Citizen

*In case there’s any confusion, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is NOT part of the federal government (that’s the Department of Commerce) and it is NOT like the Chamber of Commerce in your city or town (which may give you advice on local hotels and restaurants). Simply put, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is the main lobbying group for Big Business.